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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the number of individual users, government agencies and companies with
Internet access is expanding rapidly, and lots of them have a Web site. As a result,
businesses are enthusiastic about setting up facilities on the Web for electronic
commerce. But, the openness of business toward Internet is performed at the price of high
security risks. Every professional knows that the only way to secure completely a private
network is to make it unreachable. However, even if this solution was undertaken for
many years, today it is not possible to close private network especially for business
purpose. As businesses wake up to this reality, the demand for secure Web services
becomes an important issue that must be considered carefully. The focus of our work
concerns one critical security management issue that is intrusion detection. Some draw-
backs of existing systems reveal the necessity of designing a new generation of self-
adaptive systems. In fact, self-control, flexibility, adaptability, autonomy and distribution
are the main features to be addressed in a suitable architecture that fulfils these
requirements. The introduction of multi-agents system (MAS) in a network seems so
promising to enable network entities to perform adaptive and “intelligent” behaviour.
“Intelligence” means that network entities provide reasoning capabilities exhibit
behaviour autonomy, adaptability, interaction, communication and co-operation in order
to reach specified goals. In this context, we propose a new approach for intrusion
detection using intelligent agent (IA) technology. This approach appears an appropriate
candidate to make a balance between security requirements, system flexibility and
adaptability for intrusion detection.
Our paper investigates some scenarios using IA technology in the context of security
management. It is organised as described in the following; the first part gives an
overview of frequent and recent attacks, which targets the e-commerce servers. Our
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multi-agents architecture for intrusion detection and the intelligent agent model are
described in the second part. In the third part, we give an overall description of the
implementation of our intelligent agents using DIMA*, the operational multi-agents
platform we chose. We also present a case study using our proposed IA architecture to
detect an ICMP flooding attack to a web server. Finally we conclude with some relevant
remarks and future works.

2. E-Commerce Attacks Overview
With the rapid expansion of the E.Commerce, the Internet users are more and more
concerned to give some personal information (address, age, credit-card number,...) when
they visit the Web server or when they purchase or buy on the web servers[1]. Nowadays,
lot of the E.Commerce web servers could offer a secured communication (the
information confidentiality is guaranteed during its transfer from the host to the web
server) with some mathematical algorithms. However, it could happen that the storage of
these data which have just been confidentially transferred on the network is not secure.
Like this, a french newspaper (“Le Canard Enchainé”) explained on March 1999 how a
freelance journalist fell completely by “chance” on the list of all the clients of a flower
shop. Inside he found all client names, client addresses, credit card numbers and much
more serious (according to us!), he found all the private messages the clients sent with the
flowers.
Besides attacks against data, there are other attacks which target directly the service
offered by the E.Commerce server: that is, instead of trying to read data or to modify
them, the attacker will prevent the honest user to use the E.Commerce service or to obtain
the information he needs. This kind of attack is called Denial of Service attack. Lots of
similar cases with their consequences were related in the press at the beginning of this
year. To understand the scenario that can happen, the figure 1 gives the example of two
computers A and B which want to communicate through the Internet. For Instance the
user of the computer A wants to read a web page in the computer B. Before being
connected, the user A sends a SYN message and has to wait for the answer of the server
B (SYN ACK). Then the user has again to send a last ACK message before beginning the
communication. The server B, is able to treat simultaneously several attempts of
connections. But, as its capacity is limited, if its limit is reached any other new
connection won’t be possible on the server B. Imagine now that an attacker initiates a
large number of connections without answering to the SYN ACK message of the server
B. The server B will be rapidly overloaded without being able to answer the honest users
who also try to connect. This kind of attack called SYN flooding will block completely the
server B. Another kind of denial of service attack is ICMP flooding. The attacker send a
high rate of ICMP packets (usually ping requests but other type of requests are also
possible) to flood a network and bring it down. It is quite difficult to response to such an
attack because every attempt of connection can not alone be distinguished from a real
demand. It is only the analysis of a larger set of connections that will help the victim to
circumvent the source of the attack and/or block all the request of connection coming
from this source. Unfortunately it is quite easy to complicate these kinds of attacks in
                                                                
* DIMA : Development and Implementation of the Multi-agents Systems which is a platform
developed by Zahia Guessoum at LIP6 - France.
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order to make them impossible to be detected. One version quite dangerous is the
“distributed denial of service”. The attacker enters several computers connected to the
Internet and launches a coordinated attack from these computers to the same target
destination. In this case, the victim will be rapidly submerged and the only thing to do is
to disconnect from the Internet.
Even if we can temper the danger of such kinds of attacks because they do not provoke a
real damage but just the impossibility to access temporary the server, they could become
quite problematic because of the influence taken by the Internet today in our life.

Figure 1: Denial of service attack

3. The Multi-agents System-based Network Security
Management Architecture (MANSMA)
The key characteristics of our approach include distribution, autonomy, delegation,
cooperation, adaptability and flexibility. In the proposed architecture (MANSMA), IAs,
located at specific network entities, are structured hierarchically (see figure 2).  In
MANSMA, we distinguish two functionality layers: a Manager Layer and a Local Layer
[3].
The Manager Layer manages the global security of a network. In this layer we identify
three levels of agents: a Security Policy Manager Agent (SPMA), an Extranet Manager
Agent (EMA) and several Intranet Manager Agents (IMA). The SPMA manages the
security policies specified by the administrator. The EMA manages the security of the
distributed network. It controls IMAs, which report pertinent analysis. The EMA performs
then another analysis to confirm the detection of an attack. It can also ask for more data
processing and delegate new monitoring tasks to the IMAs. The EMA is also responsible
for distributing a set of Local Agents (LA) to each IMA. The IMA manages the security of
a local network. It controls LAs and analyzes the monitored events reported by these
agents.
The Local Layer manages the security of a domain, constituted by a sub-set of hosts in a
local network.  It is composed of a group of LAs, which have specific functions. We
distinguish three kinds of LA: Extranet LA, Intranet LA and Internal LA.
In this hierarchical multi-agent model, each manager agent has the ability to control
specified agents and to analyze data, whereas the LAs monitor specified activities. In each
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level, agents communicate and exchange their knowledge and analysis for detecting
intrusive activities in a cooperative manner.

Figure 2: MANSMA Functional Architecture

4. The Intelligent Agent Model
To model intrusion detection, agents must combine cognitive abilities cognitive
(knowledge-based) to reason about complex attacks with reactive capacities (stimulus-
response) to react rapidly to the environments changes. So, an agent has three functions: a
filtering function, an interaction function and a deliberation function. These functions are
described in the following paragraphs.

Figure 3: Interactions between agent functions

4.1 Event filtering function
A security event is characterized by its type, its observation point, a temporal attribute
(representing the event occurring moment), and a set of non-temporal attributes.
According to the event type and its observation point, we identify various event classes
(see diagram below).
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Figure 4: UML classes of security events

The event filtering function filters security events produced in the network, according to
event classes specified in a detection goal. Indeed, the events occurring in network are
not all collected. In fact, when a detection goal is sent to an agent, a set of event classes to
observe is specified to it. Thus, when an event occurs in the network, the agent tests if it
matches the event classes specified in the goal. If it matches, it is collected. The filtered
events are then stored, waiting to be treated by the deliberation function.

4.2 Interaction function
This function describes interactions between the above-described agents. It allows them
to communicate their analyses and knowledge and mental attitudes (beliefs,
suspicions…). In fact, manager agents interact with local agents by:
- sending goals, derived from security policies;
- delegating specific functions of monitoring/detection and specifying the various

domains to monitor;
- asking particular information: the suspicion level of a specific user, the list of events

generated by a user, etc.;
- and receiving the relevant reports or analyses results and alarms.
Interaction function also permits interactions between the security officer and security
policy manager agent/ extranet manager agent. It ensures the reception of specifications
and requests from the security officer such as security policies to apply. It allows the
delivery of security reports and alarms when an attack is detected. The security officer
can also ask for additional information (asking for the current security state of the
network, the list of suspicious users…).

 

EventSuiteFeature

•EventListType /*simple,
iteration, sequence, seqIteration*/
•AverageIntervalTime
•EventPeriodicity
•DangerType /*nor, susp,attack*/
•Activity

•GetAverageIntervalTime ()
•GetEventPeriodicity()
•GetEventListType ()
•IsNormalSuite ()
•IsSuspiciousSuite( )
•AreSameSource ()
•AreSameDomainSource()
•AreSameDestination()
•AreSameHostDestination()
•AreSamePortDestination ()
•AreSameActivityType()
•IsPreviligetActivity()
•IsBroadcastAddress()
•IsSuspiciousSource ()
•IsPreviligedDestination()

 

GenericSecurityEvent

•EventOrigin /*network,audit file*/

•EventType
•EventTime
•EventName
•EventSource /*defined by Host*/
•EventDestination /*defined by Host*/

•EventResult
•Activity
•DangerType
•SuspiciousLevel

•SetEventType()
•GetEventType()
•IsSuspicious()

 

ICMPEvent

•ICMPType
•ICMPCode
•ICMPSequenceNumber

•GetICMPTypeName()

 

UDPEvent

•SourcePort
/*is defined by Port*/
•DestinationPort
•/*is defined by Port*/

 

TCPEvent
•TCPSequenceNumber
•AcknowledgeNumber
•Ack
•Syn

 

SystemEvent

•UsedCPURate
•MemoryOccupationRate
•E/SUnityAccess

 
ConnectionEvent
•EndTime
•Duration

 

FileEvent

•FileName
•FileType
•FileAccessType
•TransferedInfoVolume
•TransfertDurationTime

 

NetworkConnectionEvent

•EventList
•TrafficRate
•MinIntervalTime
•MaxIntervalTime

•GetMinIntervalTime()
•GetMaxIntervalTime ()
•GetTrafficRate()

Uses a list of

 
NetworkEvent

•ProtocolType
/*ICMP, UDP, TCP*/

 

AuditEvent
•UserName

•GetUsedSUName()
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4.3 Deliberation function
Security management must deals with significant network characteristics such as: 1) its
continuous variation, particularly in terms of users and offered services; 2) and variation
of its security problems such as new vulnerabilities and increasingly complex attacks.
Considering the unpredictable character of the agent environment behavior (network), we
adopted a BDI solution [4][5] for modeling the security management system. Thanks to
the deliberation function the agent is able to reason and extrapolate by relying on its
mental attitudes, built knowledge and experience, in a rational way, to find the adapted
answers. The agent uses its beliefs resulting from the filtered events and beliefs of the
neighboring agents for reaching its specified goals. When a goal is reached (an attack is
detected), it executes appropriate actions.

5. Implementation

5.1 General Description
The presented agent model has been implemented with the multi-agent platform DIMA
[6]. The latter is mainly characterized by a modular agent architecture. DIMA proposes
the extension of the single behavior of an active object into a set of behaviors. In our
implementation, each agent has three behaviors:
- The filtering behavior filters security events. When an event occur in the network, it

is collected only if it matches the event classes specified in the detection goal.

EventFilter {
Repeat
security-event := get(security-event-to-filter);
If  is-in-list-of-event-types-to-filter(security-event)
Update-list-of-filtered-event(security-event);
end repeat }

- The interaction behavior manages the interaction between the agent and the other
agents. It defines the mailbox of the agent and the way the messages are received and
enqueued for later interpretation. An agent may need some others information to
refine its analysis. In this case, it asks other agents to give it the necessary
information.

- The deliberation behavior represents beliefs, goals, intentions and knowledge of the
agent. It is responsible 1) for generating adequate responses to the messages received
from the other agents and 2) for achieving the agent goal(s).

When an agent receives a detection goal, it updates a set of event classes to filter. Then,
when an event occurs it is filtered by the filtering module and sent to the deliberation
module. This one, updates/creates agent beliefs and then test if this belief matches an
attack . If it matches, then a detection goal is reached and a list of intentions are sent to
the interaction module for being executed (see figure 4).
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Figure 5: Interactions between mental attitudes

Our implemented system detects well-known attacks such as doorknob rattling, ping
sweep and ICMP flooding attacks.

5.2 Case Study: ICMP flooding attack to a web server
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Figure 6: Scenario of ICMP flooding attack detection

This section describes a scenario for detecting an ICMP flooding attack to a web server.
In the web server of a LAN 1 (Figure 6), the local agent 1 monitors all the ICMP requests
entering the web server. These requests come from different sources of the network:
• Local hosts of the same LAN 1
• Local hosts of the LAN 2 belonging to the same Intranet as LAN 1
• External hosts sending requests from the outside (Extranet/Internet).
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The local agent 1 of the web server plays a preponderant role because its goal is to detect
as soon as possible that the number of ICMP requests it receives during a certain period
of time could target an ICMP flooding attack and block the access to the server. For that
purpose, the local agent 1 filters the ICMP requests arriving at the web server. The local
agent 1 can also interact with other local agents (local agent 2 and local agent 3) placed in
a strategic way in the LAN 1 to obtain the result of their local analysis (for instance,
number of pings they collect from the hosts they supervise and send to the web server).
The same interaction is possible between the local agent 1 and the Intranet manager agent
1 for obtaining the analysis of the local agent 4 through the Intranet manager agent 2.
These events are used to update/create the beliefs of the local agent 1. The deliberation
function tests if these beliefs match an ICMP flooding attack. If the goal is reached, an
alarm is raised.

6. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we presented a multi-agents system which aims to make security
management more flexible and customizable. This approach is innovative because it
allows a security management system to adapt to unpredicted complex evolution of both
network environments and security attacks. To model agent knowledge, we used the BDI
theoretical model, which require us a hard work to deduce a practical implementation. A
prototype is currently implemented using the DIMA platform. This prototype enables the
detection by the agents of well-known attacks, particularly ICMP flooding attack.
Presently, we work on the adaptation of agents’ behaviors to new kind of attacks. We are
regarding the eventuality to use a hybrid intelligent/mobile agent solution by integrating
the mobility in our local agents, in the scope of an international collaboration (CUI -
Geneva, Switzerland) [7].
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